
Profile

I am a full-stack developer with over 6 years of experience, capable of delivering products from wireframe and
possessing excellent knowledge about the SDLC. I am available in both European and North American time zones
and am willing to work independently or in a team. My expertise lies in back-end development, but I also have
versatile knowledge of front-end technologies. I am well-versed in modern web technologies and am always eager
to learn new ones when required.

Professional Experience

HappyMonster, formerly ThemeBucket
Sr. Software Engineer

Jan 2021 – present  | Dhaka, Bangladesh

•Led full development cycle to build a SaaS platform using Laravel and Vue.js to manage WordPress sites 
remotely. Developed a custom WordPress plugin called Eazy Plugin Manager to connect it with SaaS.
•Developed and enhanced features for HappyAddons, an Elementor add-on with 300K+ active users. Improved 
the add-on’s speed and performance.
•Managed various teams of 5-10 members responsible for developing, designing UI, testing functionality, and 
documenting the project.

PaymentCloud
WordPress Developer (Remote Freelance)

CA, USA

•Developed new features and enhancements for the company’s blog site using WordPress and PHP
•Improved the blog site’s SEO and lead generation by creating custom forms and Gutenberg blocks
•Used Laravel as a middleware to integrate the blog site with Zoho CRM and store and manage leads from the 
blog

Code Climate
Frontend Developer (Remote Freelance)

NY, USA

•Developed user-friendly and responsive front-end features using Vue.js, HTML, and (S)CSS
•Integrated headless WordPress as a back-end solution and fetched data using WP GraphQL
•Designed web pages following the company’s branding and style guidelines

VoidCoders
Software Engineer

May 2020 – Dec 2020  | Dhaka, Bangladesh

Xpeedstudio
Software Engineer

Jul 2019 – Apr 2020  | Dhaka, Bangladesh

Sayedul Sayem
Full-stack Software Engineer

sayedulsayem@gmail.com +8801716993619 Dhaka, Bangladesh https://sayedulsayem.com

https://www.linkedin.com/in/sayedulsayem/ https://github.com/sayedulsayem

https://profiles.wordpress.org/sayedulsayem/
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Education

Eastern University
B.Sc in CSE

May 2015 – Apr 2019  | Dhaka, Bangladesh

Skills

PHP WordPress Laravel MySQL JavaScript jQuery Vue.js Nuxt.js

React.js GraphQL Alpine.js HTML CSS SCSS Git Gulp Webpack

PHPUnit Test DevOps CodeIgniter

Projects & Contributions

WordPress Core Contribution 6.0

WordPress Core Contribution 5.9

Eazy Plugin Manager
A SaaS platform built with Laravel and Vue.js which connects with WordPress by a plugin to enhance it's 
functionality and remotely manage multiple sites.

Happy Addons
A drag-and-drop website builder addons for WordPress page builder Elementor

MetForm
A drag-and-drop form builder for WordPress

Kathamo
A WordPress plugin development framework

Howdy QB
Query builder for WordPress

DevSonket
A developer cheat sheet in Bengali

Code Climate Branding Site
A branding website build with Headless WordPress, Vue.js, and Nuxt.js

https://www.easternuni.edu.bd/
https://wordpress.org/news/2022/05/arturo/#:~:text=Sayedul%20Sayem
https://wordpress.org/news/2022/01/josephine/#:~:text=Sayedul%20Sayem
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